
 SPARKLING HILL MWC 2011  NEWSLETTER SUMMER 2010

INTERESTED IN HOW YOU CAN GET INVOLVED?
VOLUNTEER 
Jane Lister, our volunteer committee chair is 
collecting names of volunteers.  Please contact her at:
jane.lister@mwc2011.com or sign up at our website
www.mwc2011.com 

Join the excitement!

WE STILL NEED TO FILL OUT THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE !!  
Interested individuals can email  the OC Chair at; 
bruce.cummings@mwc2011.com

Operating Committee Update
The final stages of planning.
The Organizing Committee (OC) of the Sparkling Hill Masters World Cup is now in the final stages of planning. The task 
at hand  is confirming the details to ensure the experience of our international, national and local guests goes beyond 
their expectations. A project plan broken down into 15 minute increments for March 1st to March 12th has been drafted 
and is being reviewed. The plan covers everything from start times, to bus schedules, to retail store hours, to timing of 
supply deliveries. Also being finalized are the details of the Nordic Product Expo and the merchandising plans. With 
respect to the venue preparation, we are in the final stages of trail construction and are confirming the tent space required 
to house retail, food, and information services as well as the number (and frequency of servicing) of portable washrooms. 
Providing a positive experience for all participants is the focal point of our preparation.

Next Steps.
Registration will begin in September so the focus will be on ensuring our guests have an easy time registering and 
making arrangements for their stay. We will be updating our website to ensure racers can easily find everything they need 
to plan and prepare for their trip. A detailed marketing plan will be executed promoting the event to North American skiers 
and we will work closely with the National Directors of all countries to ensure maximum participation. Also in September 
the OC will be presenting our plans to the World Masters Cross Country Skiers Association for final input and approval. 
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Athlete Profile
Jennifer Bond

Retuning your Engine: 
Going slower to get faster

Jenn Jakobi (PhD) and Gareth Jones (PhD, CEP)
Human Kinetics, UBCO 

Aerobic base training for the Master Athlete.

In preparation for the Sparkling Hill Masters World Cup 2011 
(only six month to go) you should be training your aerobic 
engine – the heart, lungs and circulatory system that feeds
blood to active muscles. This is an important phase of your 
preparation for next March as it will improve your cardiovascular 
fitness making you a fitter athlete, no matter what your age.
Aerobic base training will improve your VO2max, allowing you 
to ski faster come race day. For the master athlete there is a lot 
to be gained from training your aerobic system.

Essentially you can retune your aerobic engine to be more 
efficient. By lowering the intensity of the workout you will be 
able to exercise for longer durations. The heart becomes more 
efficient at pumping blood and active muscle is more proficient 
at receiving it. The increased blood supply creates changes 
within muscle to enhance the use of oxygen and over time will 
make your muscles fatigue resistant; allowing you to go longer 
and faster. Your muscles also become more adept at using 
energy rich fat as the primary energy source and sparing 
precious muscle glycogen (stored carbohydrate). Ultimately, 
aerobic base training will translate into a higher (15-30%) 
VO2max depending upon your initial fitness level.

The master athlete can adequately train their aerobic fitness by 
doing prolonged (90-180minutes) exercise, at lower intensity (a 
moderate pace), at least one to two times per week over 12 to 
16 consecutive weeks. This form of training should utilize larger 
muscle groups (lower and upper body). Hiking and cycling are 
two good options at this time of year. You can make the training 
more sport specific by using a shorter pair of ski poles while you 
hike. A classic ski style can be viewed by going to the link 
below. By utilizing both your legs and arms you will place a 
greater metabolic demand upon your body, while reducing the 
load through the knees. You should be doing at least one longer 
(90-180minutes) aerobic workout each week in addition to a 
moderate (60-90 minutes) length aerobic workout. 

It is important to remember that the goal is to go longer at an 
easier pace, allowing your cardiovascular system to develop to 
its full potential, making you ready for higher intensity training 
later this year. Make sure you give your body time to recover 
after long aerobic workouts and don’t forget to include some 
resistance training into your weekly program (2-3 times per 
week), to keep you injury free while you build your aerobic 
base.

View Nordic Pole Walking Basics at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-R99zuEStY&feature=related

Jenn and Gareth are active members of Sovereign Lake Nordic 
club. You will be sure to see them out enjoying the trails on a 
Saturday with with their two children Jakob and Katie  

Name:Jen Bond
Age Category - 30-34

Favorite place to ski : Silver star.  We are so lucky to have it 
in our backyard!!  And Whitehorse, my home turf.

How were you introduced to Nordic Skiing? I started skiing 
when i was a toddler in Revelstoke.  My mom and Dad 
coached the jackrabbit program at that time and bribed me 
along with jelly beans.  I took a little break from xc skiing for 
a number of years and then started skiing and racing again 
when i met my husband.
 
You have participated in several high level events, what is 
your favorite? And what does it mean to have a World Class 
event come to your local club?
I have competed in the BC cup races and a number of 
loppets.  At this point I really enjoy the local loppet series.  
Having a world class sporting event in your community is 
such an amazing privilege.  I  hope that people are inspired 
to take part and  come out and see these exceptional 
athletes do their thing!  I hope that kids are motivated to be 
active and have fun doing it!!  It is one of the few life long 
sports, which really is cool!

What is your favorite distance to race? 15km skate

What is your favorite workout?
5 times 3 minute intervals up Paradise Trail. 

You are a busy gal, balancing a job, 2 active boys and 
training – how do you find you are able to keep it in 
balance?
Our family has made it a priority to make this our life style.  
It is important to me that I make the time for myself to get 
out and do what I love.  It is also important to my husband 
that I get out and do what I love. (happy wife = happy life).   I 
support him to do the same.  We do a lot of juggling and tag  
team, but it works for us- and the kids are always involved 
doing it as well.  



Skiing without the snow- Roller Skiing

Roller Skiing has been around for years and is used by many Nordic skiers to keep up their skiing skills in the summer. Roller 
Skiing uses the exact same body movements as Nordic Skiing and is an ideal way to keep on practicing your skills and skiing 
strength in the off-season. 

Benefits of Roller Skiing
Roller Skiing is a great way to stay fit and have fun at the same time. You can develop all of your major muscle groups just as if 
you are skiing on snow. Your muscle groups, heart, and balance sensors will respond in the same manner required for snow 
skiing. You can also develop endurance, balance, flexibility, and rhythm during the off-season – it is a full-body workout! 
Roller Skiing Equipment

Specially designed skis are used in Roller Skiing. A Roller Ski is composed of a shaft which is 
around half a meter in length. Generally, they are a lot shorter than normal skis and have one 
wheel at each end of the ski. Manufacturers designed roller skis with two axles; they may 
either be 53 or 70 cm long and usually made of lightweight alloy. A ski binding is then 
mounted onto the roller ski. 
Roller Skis can be purchased for either Classic or Skate Skiing as there are differences in 
how they are manufactured. Classic roller skis are longer and have a different position for the 
binding than a skate ski. Therefore, you should know what you want to do before choosing 
Roller Skis- if you are planning to do both, buy both!
When choosing Roller Skis, you need to take into account your skiing skill. The right model 
also depends on the type of ground or surface available to you. Choose the standard roller 
skis if you will be skiing in a generally smooth surface and look for off-road models for less 
than ideal surfaces. Some roller skis are also available with speed reducing 
features for skiing in steep or hilly areas.

byCool Gear

!

Getting Started in Roller Skiing
Before anything else, it is just imperative to have the appropriate roller skis 
according to your skill level. In addition, you should have the corresponding ski boots and bindings. Might sound obvious but we 
have seen some skiers out there using their classic boots for skate roller skiing! Ouch!  Use caution the first couple of rollerski 
sessions and ski in an area that will allow you to become comfortable with your equipment.! An empty parking lot or similar area 
without cars is ideal. Work on stopping, starting, skiing circles and changing directions while keeping an “eye” out for imaginary 
cars.  Make sure you know how to stop! Learn to snowplow and stop first.
Learn your limits, and come to know your comfort level for when and where you ski, both in terms of training volume and terrain 
used when training.! Since it is difficult to stop, it is wise to avoid steep downhills with a Stop Sign at the bottom, for instance.
A gently rolling smooth country road with little traffic is ideal for rollerskiing. Bike paths or quiet residential areas (watch for cars 
backing out of driveways) are good alternatives for training.  When in doubt about a downhill, take the skis off and walk. 
Pick a time of day when you know there will be little traffic…i.e. early morning (In the summer, it is not as hot then either…).
Always watch for cars…remember they are bigger than you and will “win” every time if you refuse to give way! When cars pass, 
pull as far over to the side as you can and either double pole (even if you are skating) or stop poling completely. If you are in 
group, always ski single file.

Rollerskiing Safety
Always obey the rules of the road and wear proper protective equipment including a helmet, knee and elbow pads and gloves.
 Ski poles should always have rollerskiing ferules with carbide tips which should be checked and sharpened with a diamond file 
before every outing.  Regardless of the activity, there seems to be some risk involved and rollerskiing is certainly no exception. 
The asphalt is not as forgiving as snow and since rollerskiers in most cases must share the road with motorists - ! Think “Safety 
First”.! Always wear a properly adjusted helmet…this will protect your most valuable asset!
Wear brightly colored clothing…you want to be seen!!! A reflective safety vest is a very good idea…and for most team training 
workouts, this is a required piece of equipment.
Wear gloves…these will prevent blisters and may save your hands in case you become “acquainted” with the asphalt. A thin 
padded glove will provide both protection and ventilation.
Include other protective gear as you learn to rollerski, such as elbow and knee pads.

So get out there and enjoy the great summer and fall while getting ready for the races this winter!

Skike – the off-road ski – now only $375



Although the overall incidence of injury in cross country skiing is low, estimated to be between .49 and 5.63 per 1000 skier 
days (1), it is possible to act pro actively to prevent some of the most common overuse injuries.

The most common overuse injuries include anterior knee pain ( patello-femoral pain syndrome), achilles tendinitis and low back 
pain. 

If we look specifically at low back pain in nordic skiers certainly the biomechanics play a role(2)  . The repetitive hyper extension 
(backward bending) of the spine during the kick phase and the recurring spinal flexion (forward bending) and extension during the 
double poling phase requires not only good range of motion but also strength of core muscles to support that large range of 
motion of the spine.

The best way to prevent low back pain while cross country skiing to to ensure you have both flexibility of  your spine and the 
strength to support it.  Consistency is the key to success in this area.
Here are  just a few exercises to add to your routine ( if you already have one) or a few to get you started if you do not have that 
coveted routine started yet.

The cat/cow poses are a good way to loosen up your spine and maintain good range of motion

To perform Cat Pose: 

1. Position yourself on all fours, hands and knees in alignment with the hips and 
shoulders. Your back should be flat, with the stomach firm. 

2. Straighten the neck and head as you look toward the floor. 
3. Take a centering breath. Then, on the exhale, arch your back by tucking in the 

stomach and drawing the chin down to the chest
4. Breathe, then on your next inhale, return to the flat back or tabletop position. 
5. Repeat as often as you like. 

This pose is often performed in conjunction with Cow Pose, feel free to combine the two 
postures by moving into Cow Pose instead of returning to tabletop

A great strengthening exercise which targets those hard to reach deep abdominals is a 
deceptively simple “plank”

1. Start with the easier version, then move on the the more challenging position. 
2. Try to hold 15 sec up to 1 minute.

The most important tip I can give you is to BREATHE while doing these exercises.  You will not gain the benefit of the exercise if 
you find yourself bracing and breath holding- turning purple to hold that last few seconds will not help!!

There are many other great exercise to target your deep abdominals which support your spine. As with any exercise they work 
best if you do them consistently. Now is a great time to get started with your flexibility and strength routine.

(1) Sports Med 1996 Mar;21(3): 239-50
(2) Sports Med 1989 Dec;8(6): 346-70

Slip sliding away...injury 
prevention in Nordic Skiing Submitted by: Tamara Dantzer owner of 

Kalamalka Physiotherapy
Physiotherapist, specializing in: 
Acupuncture: *CMedAc ; Orthopaedics: 
*RCAMT and Sports Injury



Marie-Catherine is a Canadian Alliance of Nordic Ski Instructors (CANSI) level 4 Examiner, Registered Physiotherapist, 
Certified Pedorthist and owner of The Sole Mate – Custom Orthotics & Footbeds located in downtown Vernon, BC.

I am sure you have heard many people talk about core strength and stabilizers, or just throw the Vastus Medialis (VMO) and 
Glutes in a conversation. But what exactly do you need to know about them? Is it worth hitting the gym to work on your 
strength 3 times a week when your sport is mainly cardio? Can it really improve your skiing? Read on to find out.

The lingo
Muscles can be divided into various categories, such as slow-twitch versus fast-twitch muscles, prime movers versus 
stabilizers, smooth versus striated, etc. The categories that primarily interest us in this chronicle are the prime movers and 
stabilizers. 

Prime movers are, as their name indicates, muscles designed to move segments of the body. A good example is the biceps 
muscle: when you flex your biceps, your elbow bends and your forearm comes towards your upper arm. These are the 
muscles that we old-schoolers are used to working on at the gym. 

The other group, the stabilizers, are less well known (you may also know them as postural muscles). They lie deeper, beneath 
the prime movers. They mainly act to hold steady positions, maintain your posture and work against gravity. A good example is 
the action of the Quadratus Lumborum (QL): when you are holding your balance on one leg, the other side of the pelvis stays 
level (it doesn’t fall down), even though it is not supported by the leg anymore. That is what stabilizers do, they work to keep 
you aligned, not to move you.

Keeping in line
So why are they so important if they don’t move you? What happens when those 
muscles are weak? Typically, you don’t notice at first. Slowly your posture changes and 
you simply adapt. It can often be the beginning of nagging injuries that just won’t go 
away, but it can also hold your skiing back. 

Gravity wants to pull us towards the ground. Since bones are rigid and don’t sag 
downward (thank goodness), gravity affects our joints by trying to pull them closer to the 
ground by twisting the whole body. Final result? Poking chin, hunched back, pelvic tilt, 
internally rotated leg and collapsed arch of the foot (see figure 1). Not a pretty picture, 
but also not a very efficient posture.

Apart from restricting your breathing at the chest, such rotated posture means that you 
are not flat on your ski. It also means that the muscles are rotated, so they hold back 
and cannot give you all the strength they have, fearing something would break.
You can also imagine that constant rotational force on muscles can potentially cause 
injuries or delay healing of existing ones. So... restricted breathing, weak muscles and 
skis constantly on edge... is that enough to convince you yet?

Holding a flat ski
I can hear smarty-pants saying “but don’t we want our skis to be able to edge?” Yes, 
you do want to be able to edge, but only at the right moment, not when you are trying to 
glide or push straight down. 

You want to spend most of your time on a flat ski so you can glide. Gliding is the art of moving fast without any effort, so a flat 
ski is very important. Also, skis are designed to be compressed by a force perfectly perpendicular to the camber (the arch of 
the ski), meaning that if your foot is not flat on the ski you cannot work it properly and your ski will feel too stiff for you and you 
won’t get a nice return of energy from it.

 Lastly, riding on your edge will wear out your wax a lot quicker on that side (both kick and glide wax), which is very debilitating 
in a long race. And let’s not forget that an edged ski wants to turn... bad news when you are trying to catch Johnny!

 

Recipe for hard-core glide… 
Marie-Catherine is a Canadian Alliance of Nordic Ski Instructors 
(CANSI) level 4 Examiner, Registered Physiotherapist, Certified 
Pedorthist and owner of The Sole Mate – Custom Orthotics & 
Footbeds located in downtown Vernon, BC. 
 
I am sure you have heard many people talk about core strength and 
stabilizers, or just throw the Vastus Medialis (VMO) and Glutes in a 
conversation. But what exactly do you need to know about them? Is it 
worth hitting the gym to work on your strength 3 times a week when 
your sport is mainly cardio? Can it really improve your skiing? Read 
on to find out. 
 

The lingo 
Muscles can be divided into various categories, such as slow-twitch versus fast-twitch 
muscles, prime movers versus stabilizers, smooth versus striated, etc. The categories that 
primarily interest us in this chronicle are the prime movers and stabilizers.  
Prime movers are, as their name indicates, muscles designed to move segments of the 
body. A good example is the biceps muscle: when you flex your biceps, your elbow 
bends and your forearm comes towards your upper arm. These are the muscles that we 
old-schoolers are used to working on at the gym. The other group, the stabilizers, are less 
well known (you may also know them as postural muscles). They lie deeper, beneath the 
prime movers. They mainly act to hold steady positions, maintain your posture and work 
against gravity. A good example is the action of the Quadratus Lumborum (QL): when 
you are holding your balance on one leg, the other side of the pelvis stays level (it doesn’t 
fall down), even though it is not supported by the leg anymore. That is what stabilizers 
do, they work to keep you aligned, not to move you. 
 
Keeping in line 
So why are they so important if they don’t move you? What 
happens when those muscles are weak? Typically, you don’t 
notice at first. Slowly your posture changes and you simply 
adapt. It can often be the beginning of nagging injuries that just 
won’t go away, but it can also hold your skiing back. Gravity 
wants to pull us towards the ground. Since bones are rigid and 
don’t sag downward (thank goodness), gravity affects our 
joints by trying to pull them closer to the ground by twisting 
the whole body. Final result? Poking chin, hunched back, 
pelvic tilt, internally rotated leg and collapsed arch of the foot 
(see figure 1). Not a pretty picture, but also not a very efficient 
posture.  
Apart from restricting your breathing at the chest, such rotated 
posture means that you are not flat on your ski. It also means 
that the muscles are rotated, so they hold back and cannot give 
you all the strength they have, fearing something would break. 

Recipe for hard-core glide

Figure 1



If you are not convinced yet, take a look at these 2 photos. Look at the angles (in yellow) and how much stronger the straight lines  
look. Who would you bet your money on to win the next race?

What to do?
So okay, you are convinced your alignment needs some work. Where to start? 
First of all, you must make sure that all of your joints are flexible and mobile enough to allow for proper alignment; it is not rare to 
see joint restrictions from old injuries limit how straight joints can be. For a good body assessment, consult a sports 
physiotherapist (physical therapist in the USA). Once your joints are “clear”, then proceed to strength. 

What body parts seem to let you down? Hip? Knee? Ankle? All of them? To find out, stand barefoot on your right leg in front of a 
mirror (shorts will help). 

If your pelvis drops (as in Figure1), then you want to focus on the hip and core (abdominal wall and low back) muscles. If your 
knee turns to the inside or shows an angle, then you want to work the hip (because it controls the femur) and the knee stabilizers 
(VMO mainly). If it is the ankle that drops to the inside and your arch collapses into the ground, then you want to focus on the 
lower leg and foot muscles. Repeat with your other leg – both legs may perform very differently.

If everything collapses, you will probably need some help – see below.

I have my favourite pre-season (and all year round) exercises. Here are 2 that give the whole lower body a great workout.

1.  Half-squats with ball: place a ball between your hip and a wall. Make sure you can see yourself in a mirror. Push your hip
against the ball and lift your foot off the ground. 

" Stage 1: Try to hold a perfect alignment of all the joints. 
" " Once you can hold it for 30 seconds without losing the alignment, "try stage 2. 

" Stage 2: Maintain perfect alignment and bend your knee into a half-squat. 
" " Focus on keeping everything aligned. Hold for 5 seconds and come back up. 
# # Repeat until you can’t hold proper alignment anymore. 

 

You can also imagine that constant rotational force on muscles can potentially cause 
injuries or delay healing of existing ones. 
So… restricted breathing, weak muscles and skis constantly on edge… is that enough to 
convince you yet? 
 
Holding a flat ski 
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(the arch of the ski), meaning that if your foot is not flat on the ski you cannot work it 
properly and your ski will feel too stiff for you and you won’t get a nice return of energy 
from it. Lastly, riding on your edge will wear out your wax a lot quicker on that side 
(both kick and glide wax), which is very debilitating in a long race. And let’s not forget 
that an edged ski wants to turn… bad news when you are trying to catch Johnny! 
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Recipe for hard-core 
glide...cont’d



" Stage 3: perform exercise as above, but remove the ball and the wall support. Repeat with other leg.

2. Lunges: position yourself in front of a mirror. 
3.

a. Place one foot on a box of approximately 30cm in height. 
Move your body so that the front foot is aligned with the knee. 

b. Bend down to a 90-degree angle at the knee, focusing on 
keeping hip, knee and ankle aligned perfectly. Hold for 5 
seconds, come back up. 

c. Repeat until you cannot hold a good alignment. 
d. Repeat with other leg. 

4. A good progression is to trade the box for a body ball or wobble 
board.

These exercises, along with regular strengthening, should be done 3 
times a week in the pre-season and maintained 1-2 times a week 
during the ski season.

Need more help?
You have been working on these exercises religiously for quite a few weeks and you still can’t get past Stage 1 of the Half-
Squats? You may need a little extra help. Ask your physiotherapist or a personal trainer to assess the strength of each muscle 
group of the core and legs. Target any weak muscle group for 4-6 weeks and return to the exercises above.
Still not successful or just want more? Consult a certified pedorthist, orthotist or podiatrist and assess the possibility of getting 
orthotics that will give you a better foundation. Happy trails!

 

1), then you want to focus on the hip and core (abdominal wall and low back) muscles. If 
your knee turns to the inside or shows an angle, then you want to work the hip (because it 
controls the femur) and the knee stabilizers (VMO mainly). If it is the ankle that drops to 
the inside and your arch collapses into the ground, then you want to focus on the lower 
leg and foot muscles. If everything collapses, you will probably need some help – see 
below. Repeat with your other leg – both legs may perform very differently. 
 
I have my favourite pre-season (and all year round) exercises. Here are 2 that give the 
whole lower body a great workout. 

1. Half-squats with ball: place a ball between your hip and a wall. Make sure you 
can see yourself in a mirror. Push your hip 
against the ball and lift your foot off the ground. 
Stage 1: try to hold a perfect alignment of all 
the joints. Once you can hold it for 30 seconds 
without losing the alignment, try stage 2. Stage 
2: maintain perfect alignment and bend your 
knee into a half-squat. Focus on keeping 
everything aligned. Hold for 5 seconds and 
come back up. Repeat until you can’t hold 
proper alignment anymore. Stage 3: perform 
exercise as above, but remove the ball and the 
wall support. Repeat with other leg. 

2. Lunges: position yourself in front of a mirror. 
Place one foot on a box of approximately 30cm 
in height. Move your body so that the front foot 

is aligned with the knee. Bend down to a 90-degree angle at the knee, focusing on 
keeping hip, knee and ankle aligned perfectly. Hold for 5 seconds, come back up. 
Repeat until you cannot hold a good 
alignment. Repeat with other leg. A 
good progression is to trade the box for 
a body ball or wobble board.  

 
These exercises, along with regular 
strengthening, should be done 3 times a week in 
the pre-season and maintained 1-2 times a week 
during the ski season. 
 
Need more help? 
You have been working on these exercises religiously for quite a few weeks and you still 
can’t get past Stage 1 of the Half-Squats? You may need a little extra help. Ask your 
physiotherapist or a personal trainer to assess the strength of each muscle group of the 
core and legs. Target any weak muscle group for 4-6 weeks and return to the exercises 
above.  
Still not successful or just want more? Consult a certified pedorthist, orthotist or 
podiatrist and assess the possibility of getting orthotics that will give you a better 
foundation. Happy trails! 

Recipe for hard-core 
glide...cont’d

 

1), then you want to focus on the hip and core (abdominal wall and low back) muscles. If 
your knee turns to the inside or shows an angle, then you want to work the hip (because it 
controls the femur) and the knee stabilizers (VMO mainly). If it is the ankle that drops to 
the inside and your arch collapses into the ground, then you want to focus on the lower 
leg and foot muscles. If everything collapses, you will probably need some help – see 
below. Repeat with your other leg – both legs may perform very differently. 
 
I have my favourite pre-season (and all year round) exercises. Here are 2 that give the 
whole lower body a great workout. 

1. Half-squats with ball: place a ball between your hip and a wall. Make sure you 
can see yourself in a mirror. Push your hip 
against the ball and lift your foot off the ground. 
Stage 1: try to hold a perfect alignment of all 
the joints. Once you can hold it for 30 seconds 
without losing the alignment, try stage 2. Stage 
2: maintain perfect alignment and bend your 
knee into a half-squat. Focus on keeping 
everything aligned. Hold for 5 seconds and 
come back up. Repeat until you can’t hold 
proper alignment anymore. Stage 3: perform 
exercise as above, but remove the ball and the 
wall support. Repeat with other leg. 

2. Lunges: position yourself in front of a mirror. 
Place one foot on a box of approximately 30cm 
in height. Move your body so that the front foot 

is aligned with the knee. Bend down to a 90-degree angle at the knee, focusing on 
keeping hip, knee and ankle aligned perfectly. Hold for 5 seconds, come back up. 
Repeat until you cannot hold a good 
alignment. Repeat with other leg. A 
good progression is to trade the box for 
a body ball or wobble board.  

 
These exercises, along with regular 
strengthening, should be done 3 times a week in 
the pre-season and maintained 1-2 times a week 
during the ski season. 
 
Need more help? 
You have been working on these exercises religiously for quite a few weeks and you still 
can’t get past Stage 1 of the Half-Squats? You may need a little extra help. Ask your 
physiotherapist or a personal trainer to assess the strength of each muscle group of the 
core and legs. Target any weak muscle group for 4-6 weeks and return to the exercises 
above.  
Still not successful or just want more? Consult a certified pedorthist, orthotist or 
podiatrist and assess the possibility of getting orthotics that will give you a better 
foundation. Happy trails! 



Work is 
continuing on the 
new Carl Wylie 
trial. This !link 
between the 
Black Prince 
Cabin and our 
stadium will add 
2.8km of easy 
rolling terrain to 
our clubs trail 
system and 
greatly improve 
access to the 

cabin (yeah one less big up hill). This trail has been created largely 
though a huge community effort coming from both our club with 
Don Wylie leading the charge from design through construction 
and also assembling a team of volunteers who completed all of 
the early prep work which allowed us to enjoy the trail last winter. 
Local industries from outside our ski community have also 
generously donated both time and equipment. 
We would like to thank Ryan Ingham of Arcridge Industries for 
donating his time and the use of his Spyder excavator, Skidder,! 
safety equipment and his knowledge of preserving and working 
within delicate park ecosystems. !Stewart Shaw, of W.G. Shaw 
and Son, has also contributed tremendously in allowing our club 

 REMEMBER THE DATE !!:  Sparkling Hill Masters World Cup March 3 - March 11, 2011

!

Featured Products at 
Stussi Sport this fall

This new and versatile sport is for people of all shapes 
and sizes. Even for relatively untrained people it's a 
chance to get into a new outdoor activity. Skiking trains 
the heart and lungs and it is easy on joints, ligaments, 
and tendons. And it's a good way to tone your whole 
body. If that's not enough, you do not need special 
shoes; just use your normal runners. 

Finally, skiking is a lot of fun! It's a great way to commute 
to work, for hockey players to work on endurance, as a 
cross training tool for speed skaters and, when used with 
poles, is a great way to work the upper body. For those 
who cross country ski Skike gives an additional 
advantage when training uphill technique!               
Asphalt, rough roads, and gravel - there is no ground that 
stops a skike! Where ordinary roller skis and inline skates 
come to a halt skikes prevail. You can skike almost 
everywhere.

The F1 Sprint has quickly become one of the most popular skate 
roller skis in Canada. The attention to detail is what has made 
this roller ski so successful. The bent frame design lowers the 
skis centre of gravity and brings the skier lower to the ground; 
making the the ski very stable This makes it easier to ski on and 
for the skier to be balanced…especially beginners. Even the 
rounded corners on the frame make the ski feel "right" in your 
hands. Good equipment should allow the skier to focus on the 
workout, not on the equipment. The F1 Sprint does this like no 
other ski on the market today! Get a pair today. You won't be 
disappointed!! 

F1 Sprint Roller Ski – fall special mounted with either SNS 
or NNN binding – now only $299

to complete this project without financial strain. Stewart’s skill with 
bulldozer and Excavator have moved us quickly though the trail 
over the past few weeks, with only a few hundred meters to go 
before completion. We are excited to announce that the new Carl 
Wylie trail will be skiable as part of our early season trail system as 
well, early season skiing on “green” level trails…what a treat.
The completion of the trail also brings us one big step closer to this  
winters big event the “Sparkling Hill Masters World Cup”. The trail 
is a vital link in almost all the courses for these races and having it 
open early will allow local and visiting skiers a chance to gain some 
valuable early course knowledge. We have one more major step in 
preparing our area for the Sparkling Hill Masters, installation of a 
donated bridge from the ministry of Forestry will begin by Mid 
August and add an interesting new feature to our stadium area, 
while greatly improving traffic flow on event days.

Carl Wylie Trail Update

! www.stussisport.com
Email: stussisport@shaw.ca
4823 Silver Star Road, Vernon, BC
Ph: 250-542-4141

http://www.stussisport.com
http://www.stussisport.com
mailto:stussisport@shaw.ca
mailto:stussisport@shaw.ca


Thanks to Our Sponsors !! 

In addition to our title Sponsor, Sparkling Hill Wellness 
Resort, The Sparkling Hill Masters World Cup 2011 is 
pleased to announce that we have secured support from 
the following:

• Sovereign Lake Nordic Club

• Silver Star Mountain Resort

• City of Vernon

• Hilltop Subaru and Subaru Canada

• Regional District of North Okanagan

• Stussi Sport

• Kal Tire

• Ora Restaurant

• Prestige Hotel 

• Village Green Hotel

• Holiday Inn Express 

• Best Western Vernon Lodge

• Sandman Hotels & Suites

• Vantage One

• City of Vernon

• BC Parks 100

We’d like to thank the following contributors to 
the newsletter:

• Brad Clements
• Dr. Jenn Jakobi Ph.D  and Dr. Gareth Jones Ph.D
• Tamara Dantzer
• Marie-Cat Bruno
• Stussi Sport
• Morten Byskov- mfoto.ca
• Scott Lemon - SLNC manager
• Melissa & Chris Spooner

If you would like to submit an article or announcement 
please contact 
Melissa at Mel.Spooner@mwc2011.com

Photo by Morten Byskov - mfoto.ca

If you are interested in learning more about how you or your company can be involved in this exciting world 
class event please contact:
Melissa at Mel.Spooner@mwc2011.com or Brad Clements at brad.clements@mwc2011.com

mailto:Mel.Spooner@mwc2011.com
mailto:Mel.Spooner@mwc2011.com
http://mfoto.ca/
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mailto:Mel.Spooner@mwc2011.com
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